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LCDM: Issues an small (≲1Mpc) scales

•Astrophysics: We do not understand galaxy 
formation (ISM physics, feedback, AGN, cosmic 
rays …) 

•Cosmology: The structure formation paradigm is 
wrong or incomplete at small scales (WDM, 
SIDM, MOND …) 

•Observations: The observational data is biased or 
incomplete (Zone of avoidance, completeness 
limits, beam smearing …) 

•Comparison Theory vs Observations: comparing 
apples with oranges
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LCDM: Issues an small (≲1Mpc) scales
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Milky Way – Vast Polar Orbiting structure (VPOS)
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Pawlowski et al 2012 
Metz, Kroupa & Jerjen 2007 
Kroupa, Theis, Boily 2005 

Kunkel & Demers 1975 
Lynden-Bell 1976, 1982 
Lynden-Bell & Lynden Bell 1982

c/a ~ 0.15 
Δrms=24kpc

Metz, Kroupa & Libeskind 2007 
Pawlowski & Kroupa 2013 

Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)



Andromeda – 2 planes, one co-rotating.
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Ibata et al 2013, Conn et al 2013,  
Shaya & Tully 2013

Shaya & Tully 
2013

14 deg



Centaurus A Planes
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Tully et al  (2015)

36 galaxies in total, 29 with 
distances 
 

16 in plane 1 
11 in plane 2 
2 not in either 

7 without distances of  which  
+4 could be Plane 1 and  
+2 in plane 2



Vast planes of satellites

•5 such planes discovered in the Local Group 
they are very thin (~50kpc) 

kinematically consistent (Andromeda: rotating?) 

Dark Energy Survey: newly discovered satellites fall into the same 
plane 

•Statistical fluke of the Local Group? 

•If ubiquitous in the universe, then they pose an interesting 
challenge to LCDM 

standard DM modification (SIDM, WDM) would not provide a 
solution (actually, it would be even more difficult) 

Astrophysics: 

•tidal torque theory: disks tend to be perpendicular to the local sheet 
(Navarro, Abadi + MS, 2004) 

•correlations between large scale matter infall and „lighting up“ dwarf halos?
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How to simulate the Local Universe?
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160h-1  
Mpc 



Constrained Simulations (from thesis J. Sorce)
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Motivation 1. Production Method 2. Constrained Simulation Results Overview

Cosmicflows and CLUES together

Observations - Constraints ∆ Reconstruction

Reconstruction - Constraint ∆ Initial Conditions ∆ Constrained Simulation

Jenny Sorce (AIP) From Cosmicflows to CLUES 2015 14
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Constrained Simulation  
of Evolution
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Realizations
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1D example - constraints
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Motivation 1. Production Method 2. Constrained Simulation Results Overview

Wiener-Filter or Reconstruction Technique

From Doumler’s Thesis

Wiener-Filter reconstruction = Linear Minimal Variance Estimator (valid
down to 2 h≠1 Mpc) using noisy, sparse data and a model (Zaroubi et al. 1995)

Example : vWF
x (X) =

nÿ

i=1

Èvx (X)CiÍ
nÿ

j=1

ÈCiCjÍ≠1(Cj)

Jenny Sorce (AIP) From Cosmicflows to CLUES 2015 17



1D example - mean field
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Motivation 1. Production Method 2. Constrained Simulation Results Overview

Wiener-Filter or Reconstruction Technique

From Doumler’s Thesis

Wiener-Filter reconstruction = Linear Minimal Variance Estimator (valid
down to 2 h≠1 Mpc) using noisy, sparse data and a model (Zaroubi et al. 1995)

Example : vWF
x (X) =

nÿ

i=1

Èvx (X)CiÍ
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j=1

ÈCiCjÍ≠1(Cj)
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1D example - reduced power spectrum realization
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Motivation 1. Production Method 2. Constrained Simulation Results Overview

Constrained Realization Technique

From Doumler’s Thesis

Constrained Realizations ¥ Wiener-Filter + Random Realization to
compensate for the missing Power Spectrum (Ho�man & Ribak 1991)

Example : vCR
x (X) = vRR

x (X) +

nÿ

i=1

Èvx (X)CiÍ
nÿ

j=1

ÈCiCjÍ≠1(Cj ≠ Cj)

Jenny Sorce (AIP) From Cosmicflows to CLUES 2015 19



1D example - constrained random field
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Motivation 1. Production Method 2. Constrained Simulation Results Overview

Constrained Realization Technique

From Doumler’s Thesis

Constrained Realizations ¥ Wiener-Filter + Random Realization to
compensate for the missing Power Spectrum (Ho�man & Ribak 1991)

Example : vCR
x (X) = vRR

x (X) +

nÿ

i=1

Èvx (X)CiÍ
nÿ

j=1

ÈCiCjÍ≠1(Cj ≠ Cj)

Jenny Sorce (AIP) From Cosmicflows to CLUES 2015 20

Hoffman & Ribak, 1991



Reconstruction and Resampling of Density Fields

UK-Germany National Astronomy Meeting 201227 Mar 12

•constraining Gaussian random fields  
(Hoffman & Ribak, 1991) 

•radial velocity field (MARK III, Willick et al., 1997, 
Tonry 2001, Karachentsev 2004, Tully+Courtois 2013) 

•nearby cluster positions (Reiprich & Böhringer, 2002) 

•2MASS galaxy distribution 

•reconstruct the underlaying density field 

•create a Gaussian representation of this density field
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Example Virgo (12 realizations)
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z=10



Example Virgo (12 realizations)
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z=5



Example Virgo (12 realizations)
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z=2



Example Virgo (12 realizations)
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z=0.5



Example Virgo (12 realizations)
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z=0.25



Example Virgo (12 realizations)
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z=0
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Vast planes of satellites 
compared to local LSS
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“Local” velocity field, from cosmic-flows-2
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Libeskind et al 2015

Laterally squashed 
by a “mini-

repeller”

“Local 
Filament” 

stretched by 
Virgo

e1 sheet 
normal, 
points to 
the local 

void

e3 filament 
axis, points 

to Virgo



Alignment of satellite planes w.r.t. the shear field
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Alignment of satellite planes w.r.t. the shear field
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2 planes in CenA 
are well aligned

2 planes in M31 
are well aligned



Alignment of satellite planes w.r.t. the shear field
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MW plane is off  
by ~38 deg, 

appears to have 
been torqued about 

the e2 axis



Summary of Local Volume Planes

~35o ~4-7o ~1-9o

4 out 5 satellite planes are well aligned 
with shear field!
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Two halos r ~ 1Mpc 

Nothing else r < 1Mpc 

Nothing M > MVirgo 
within d~10Mpc

Haloes with Mass 
~1-5 x1013 

Nothing bigger than 
itself  within 3Mpc

Lets test for:  

“Local Group” pairs 

Cen A analogues

Libeskind et al 2015

Isolated Massive

Less massive partner, 
not as well aligned



The mass of the Milky Way 
and the local dark matter 

density
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Systematic spectroscopic surveys 2004
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Systematic spectroscopic surveys 2014
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2004



• Intermediate resolution (R~7500) 
• 425 561 stars,  
• 482 430 spectra  

 (DR3: 77 461 stars) 

• 9 < I < 12 mag 

Database: 
✓ Radial velocities 
✓ Spectral morphological flags  
✓  Teff, logg, [M/H]  
✓ Mg, Al, Si, Ti, Ni, Fe  
✓ Line-of-sight Distances 
✓  Photometry:  

    DENIS, USNOB, 2MASS, APASS 
✓ Proper motions:  
     UCAC4, PPMX, PPMXL, Tycho-2, SPM4 

Kordopatis et al. 2013
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       > 50 km/s 
 10… 50 km/s 
-10… 10 km/s 
-50…-10 km/s 
       < -50 km/s



Escape speed of the Milky Way at the Solar Circle

• Leonard & Tremaine (1990):  

consider distribution function f(E) 

f → 0 as E → Φ(rvir) ⇒ n(v) ∝ (vesc-v)k 

• Consequently for line of sight:  
           n(v‖) ∝ (vesc-v‖)k+1 

• Dependence verified via  
cosmological simulations 

• Measure distribution n(v‖) for  
high velocity stars with RAVE  
on counterrotating orbits 

• Smith + RAVE (2007): 
  498km/s < vesc < 608km/s

T. Piffl et al.: The RAVE survey: the Galactic escape speed and the mass of the Milky Way

Fig. 2. Normalized velocity distributions of the stellar halo population
in our eight simulations plotted as a function of 1−!∥/!esc. Only counter-
rotating particles that have Galactocentric distances r between 4 and
12 kpc are considered to select for halo particles (see Sect. 3.1) and to
match the volume observed by the RAVE survey. To allow a compari-
son, each velocity was divided by the escape speed at the particle’s po-
sition. Different colors indicate different simulations, and for each sim-
ulation the !∥ distribution is shown for four different observer positions.
The top bundle of curves shows the mean of these four distributions for
each simulation plotted on top of each other to allow a comparison. The
profiles are shifted vertically in the plot for better visibility. The gray
lines illustrate Eq. (3) with power-law index k = 3.

However, because we restrict ourselves the line-of-sight compo-
nent of the velocities, only in the unlikely case that a particle is
located exactly on the line-of-sight between two observer posi-
tions, it would gain an incorrect double weight in the combined
statistical analysis.

Figure 2 shows the velocity-space density of star particles as
a function of 1− !∥/!esc, and we see that, remarkably, these plots
have a reasonably straight section at the highest speeds, just as
Leonard & Tremaine (1990) hypothesized. The slopes of these
rectilinear sections scatter around k = 3 as we see later.

We also considered the functional form proposed by S07 for
the velocity DF; that is, n(!) ∝ (!2esc − !2)k. Figure 3 tests this DF
with the simulation data. The curvature implies that this DF does
not represent the simulation data as well as the formula proposed
by Leonard & Tremaine (1990).

If we fit Eq. (3) to the velocity distributions while fixing k
to 3, we recover the escape speeds within 6%. This confirms our
choice of the cut-off radius for the gravitational potential, 3R340,
that was used during the definition of the escape speeds.

Fig. 3. Same as the top bundle of lines in Fig. 2 but plotted as a function
of 1− !2∥/!2esc. If the data follows the velocity DF proposed by S07 (gray
line), the data should form a straight line in this representation.

Fig. 4. Median values of the likelihood distributions of the power-law
index k as a function of the applied threshold velocity !min.

3.1. The velocity threshold

We now try to find the best value for the lower threshold veloc-
ity !min. S07 had to use a high threshold value for their radial
velocities of 300 km s−1, because the threshold had an additional
purpose, namely to select stars from the non-rotating halo com-
ponent. If one can identify these stars by other means, the veloc-
ity threshold can be lowered significantly. This adds more stars
to the sample, thereby putting our analysis on a broader basis.
If the stellar halo had the shape of an isotropic Plummer (1911)
sphere, the threshold could be set to zero, because for this model
the S07 version of our approximated velocity distribution func-
tion would be exact. However, for other DFs we need to choose
a higher value to avoid regions where our approximation breaks
down. Again, we use the simulations to select an appropriate
value.

We compute the likelihood distribution of k in each sim-
ulation using different velocity thresholds using the likelihood
estimator

Ltot(k | !min) =
!

i

L(!∥,i). (7)

Figure 4 plots the median values of the likelihood distributions
as a function of the threshold velocity. We see a trend toward
increasing k for !min <∼ 150 km s−1 and roughly random behav-
ior above. For low values of !min, simulation G does not fol-
low the general trend. This simulation is the only one in the

A91, page 5 of 16



Mass of the Milky Way with additional constraints                                                                                                                                                           

RAVE: MMW=1.2 § 0.3 £ 1012M¯

Kafle:     Mass within 25kpc 
Xue:      Mass within 60kpc 
Gnedin:   Mass within 85kpc 

Piffl et al., 2014



Determining the local density by the Kz force

•Take a sample of RAVE stars in a 
500pc radius cylinder towards the 
South Galactic Pole up to  
2 kpc from the Galactic Plane. 

•subset of red clump stars gives good 
distances. 

•Change in kinematics with vertical 
distances gives total vertical force (in 
simplest approximation proportional 
to surface density) 

•number counts of stars gives 
baryonic mass distribution

38

O. Bienaymé, B. Famaey, A. Siebert et al.: Weighting the local dark matter

Fig. 4. Vertical density distribution of Red Clump stars towards
the South Galactic Pole (black symbols: 200 pc binning, red
symbols 50 pc binning.)

within the 2MASS sample, as a function of Kc, or equivalently as
a function of the height |z| (Figure 4). Error bars are determined
from the three counts by using the statistical hypergeometric law.

Two sources of known bias are present but remain small
in this analysis. The first one is the degree of homogeneity of
the sample selections. Due to high S/N (K < 10), the accuracy
on the various measured or used parameters remains high inde-
pendently of the z distance. For instance the median accuracy
in J � K colours (within 0.5-0.8) is 0.03 from K=6 to K=10.
Similarly, the mean S/N of the RAVE spectra used to determine
the gravity remains high for RC stars at 2 kpc (K ⇠10): the mean
S/N is 51 (r.m.s 16). This implies that our selections and cuts
remain homogeneous independently of the distance z.

A second e↵ect is the Malmquist bias: it depends on �M,
the dispersion of luminosity of the stellar candles, and on the
variation of the density along the line of sight. In the case of a
vertical exponential density law, ⌫ ⇠ exp(�z/h), with h = 700 pc
and �M=0.2, at z=1000 pc the bias on the estimated distances is
+2% using a cone for the counts and is �0.7% using a cylinder.
At z=2000 pc the bias is +3% using a cone, and +1.2% using a
cylinder. For the dynamical determination of the total mass per-
pendicular to the Galactic plane, we are interested in the density
gradients, and so just in the variation of this bias: in this study, it
is less than 1%. We note that with other tracers with an absolute
magnitude dispersion of 0.5, the bias from star counts would be
significantly larger: for cone counts, it is of the order of 5% at
z=h and 11% at z=3 h. This implies a systematic error of 6%
on the resulting determination of the Galactic local surface mass
density.

2.3. The RC star kinematics

We need to determine the vertical velocities of RC stars that
combined to counts towards the Galactic Poles will constrain
the vertical potential at the solar position.

Radial velocities, proper motions and distances of RAVE red
clump stars are converted in (u,v,w) velocities relative to the Sun,
and in Galactic velocities, VR � V�,R and Vz � V�,z, uncorrected
for the solar motion, assuming R0=8.5 kpc.

The errors on the velocities are obtained from individual er-
rors on proper motions and radial velocity, adopting a mean un-
certainty on distances of 10% (Figure 5). The median error on
the Vz component is 2.4 km.s�1.

Fig. 5. Distribution of errors on the vertical Galactic velocity
for stars with |z| <2000 pc (continuous black line). For stars with
1300 < |z| <2000 pc (dotted red line).

Fig. 6. Vertical (black symbols) and radial (red symbols) veloc-
ity dispersions: �Vz , �VR . Mean vertical velocity Vz (black line).

The mean vertical velocity is constant with z (Figure 6). The
velocity dispersions �R and �z are measured by applying a 3.5-
sigma-clipping to the VR, Vz Galactic velocity components. The
uncertainties on the dispersions are �/

p
n⇤ � 1. The vertical ve-

locity dispersion �Vz rises up to 38 km s�1 at 1 kpc and then
remains nearly constant (Figure 6).

The velocity ellipsoid tilt is null at z=300 pc and reaches
8±1deg at 1 kpc, pointing not far o↵ the Galactic center. This is
in agreement with the finding by Siebert et al. (2008); Pasetto et
al. (2012a,b) based on a previous release of the RAVE survey.
As discussed in Siebert et al. (2008) a bias on the measure of the
tilt exists if no corrections are applied to consider the anisotropy
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8±1deg at 1 kpc, pointing not far o↵ the Galactic center. This is
in agreement with the finding by Siebert et al. (2008); Pasetto et
al. (2012a,b) based on a previous release of the RAVE survey.
As discussed in Siebert et al. (2008) a bias on the measure of the
tilt exists if no corrections are applied to consider the anisotropy
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Determining the local density by the Kz force

•stronger increase of surface density between 1kpc and 
2kpc, indicative for a flattened halo (q ≈ 0.8) 

•distance errors, biases, selection effects … ? 
39



Dark mass in the solar neighborhood (Piffl et al 2014)

•Mass Model: 
three exponential disks 

flattened bulge 

NFW dark matter halo 

•Binney 2012 model for kinematics (incl. stellar halo) 

•Model fit to vertical RAVE data

40
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Figure 7. The full black curve shows the vertical density profile of the disc predicted by the df for ρdm,⊙ = 0.012M⊙ pc−3; the mostly
overlying dashed black curve shows the corresponding density profile in the mass model. The other dashed black lines show the profiles
of the thin and thick discs in the mass model. The dotted curves show the corresponding predictions of the df for both discs and the
stellar halo (which has no explicit counterpart in the mass model). The red and blue error bars show the vertical profile measured by
Jurić et al. (2008) for stars with r − i ∈ [0.7, 0.8] (“a”, red symbols) and with r − i ∈ [0.15, 0.2] (“b”, blue symbols), while green error
bars show the profile measured by Gilmore & Reid (1983).

Table 2. Best-fit parameters.

Model potential parameters

Σ0,thin 570.7 M⊙ pc−2

Σ0,thick 251.0 M⊙ pc−2

Rd 2.68 kpc
zd,thin 0.20 kpc
zd,thick 0.70 kpc
Σ0,gas 94.5 M⊙ pc−2

Rd,gas 5.36 kpc
ρ0,dm 0.01816 M⊙ pc−3

r0,dm 14.4 kpc

df parameters

σr,thin 33.9 km s−1

σz,thin 24.9 km s−1

Rσ,r,thin 9.0 kpc
Rσ,z,thin 9.0 kpc
σr,thick 50.5 km s−1

σz,thick 48.7 km s−1

Rσ,r,thick 12.9 kpc
Rσ,z,thick 4.1 kpc
Fthick 0.460
Fhalo 0.026

which show the star-count data from J08, is excellent both
below and above the Galactic plane. The dashed grey lines
in Fig. 7 show the densities contributed by the thin and
thick stellar discs of the mass model, while the dotted black
curves show the densities yielded by the df for the thin and
thick discs and the stellar halo. At z = 0 the dashed curves
from the mass model are unrealistically cusped on account
of our assumption of naive double-exponential discs. Other-

Figure 6. Red dots: Reduced χ2 distance between the vertical
stellar mass profile predicted by the df and the observational
profiles by Jurić et al. (2008) as a function of the local density
of a spherical dark-matter halo. Green dots show the reduced χ2

distance from the density profile of Gilmore & Reid (1983). The
red and green dashed lines are parabolas fitted to the red/green
dots.

wise the agreement between the densities provided for the
thick disc between the mass model and the df is perfect. The
agreement between the curves for the thin disc is nearly per-
fect within ∼ 1.5 scale heights of the plane, but at greater
heights, where the thick disc strongly dominates, the df pro-
vides slightly lower density than the mass model. This dis-
crepancy implies that the df breaks the total stellar profile
into thin- and thick-disc contributions in a slightly different
way to the mass model. Since a real physical distinction be-
tween these components can only be made on the basis of

c⃝ 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–17



Results

•46% of the radial force acting on the Sun provided by baryons 

•Bienamyé et al (2014): RAVE stars towards Galactic Pole, red 
clump distances:  ρDM(R=R0,z=0) = 0.0143M⊙pc-3
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thick discs and the stellar halo. At z = 0 the dashed curves
from the mass model are unrealistically cusped on account
of our assumption of naive double-exponential discs. Other-

Figure 6. Red dots: Reduced χ2 distance between the vertical
stellar mass profile predicted by the df and the observational
profiles by Jurić et al. (2008) as a function of the local density
of a spherical dark-matter halo. Green dots show the reduced χ2

distance from the density profile of Gilmore & Reid (1983). The
red and green dashed lines are parabolas fitted to the red/green
dots.

wise the agreement between the densities provided for the
thick disc between the mass model and the df is perfect. The
agreement between the curves for the thin disc is nearly per-
fect within ∼ 1.5 scale heights of the plane, but at greater
heights, where the thick disc strongly dominates, the df pro-
vides slightly lower density than the mass model. This dis-
crepancy implies that the df breaks the total stellar profile
into thin- and thick-disc contributions in a slightly different
way to the mass model. Since a real physical distinction be-
tween these components can only be made on the basis of
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Figure 8. Best-fitting value for the local dark-matter density
ρdm,⊙ as a function of the assumed flatting q of the dark-matter
halo. A value of q = 1 implies a spherical halo, while smaller
values lead to oblate configurations. The dashed black line shows
a power-law fitted by eye to the points.

age or chemistry (e.g. Binney & Merrifield 1998), the minor
difference between the two thin-disc curves in Fig. 7 should
not be considered significant at this stage.

The green error bars in Fig. 7 show the stellar densities
inferred by Gilmore & Reid (1983) for stars with absolute
visual magnitude MV between 4 and 5 with an assumed
vertical metallicity gradient of −0.3 dex/ kpc−1 (in their Ta-
ble 2). The green dots in Fig. 6 show the χ2 values we obtain
when we adopt the Gilmore–Reid data points. They indicate
a deeper minimum in χ2 occurring at a smaller dark-halo
density: ρdm,⊙ = 0.01200M⊙ pc−3.

4.1 Systematic uncertainties

The results presented above are based on a very sophis-
ticated model that involves a number of assumptions and
approximations. Deviations of the truth from these assump-
tions and approximations will introduce systematic errors
into our results. We can assess the size of such systematic
errors much more easily in some cases than in others. We
have not assessed the errors arising from:

• the functional form of the mass model;
• the functional form of the df;
• the age-velocity dispersion relation in the thin disc;
• the adopted value of L0 in disc df: variation will affect

the normalisation of stellar halo;
• the power-law slope and quasi-isotropy of the stellar

halo – we will investigate this in a future paper;
• the solar motion w.r.t. the LSR.

We have investigated the sensitivity of our results to:

• R0, which controls the circular speed: a value of R0 =
8kpc reduces ρdm,⊙ by 5%.

• The contribution of the gas disc disc to the local bary-
onic surface density. If we assume 33% instead of our stan-
dard value of 25%, we find slightly different structural pa-
rameters for the stellar discs, but our best-fit value for ρdm,⊙
remains unchanged.

• Rσ,i for the thin disc: using Rσ,i = 6kpc reduces ρdm,⊙
by < 2%.

• The fact that r0,dm changes with ρdm,⊙ on account of
the halo constraints: setting r0,dm = 20 kpc increases ρdm,⊙
by 2%.

• Equal scale radii for thin and thick disc: setting
Rd,thick/Rd,thin = 0.6 (resulting in Rd,thick ≃ 2 kpc and
Rd,thin ≃ 3.5 kpc similar to Bovy et al. (2012)), increases
ρdm,⊙ by 4%.

• Flattening the dark halo: a flatter dark halo increases
ρdm,⊙ significantly. See Fig. 8.

• Systematic uncertainties in the distance scale of J08: if
this distance scale is increased by a factor α, ρdm,⊙ proves to
be almost proportional to α, with a 20% increase in α caus-
ing ρdm,⊙ to increase by 8%. A different value for the binary
fraction has a very similar, but smaller, effect to a general
change of the distance scale, and is hence also covered in
this uncertainty.

The two most critical systematic uncertainties are
therefore the axis ratio q of the dark halo and the distance
scale used to construct the observational vertical stellar den-
sity profile. Simply adding in quadrature the uncertainties
other than halo flattening listed above leads to a combined
systematic uncertainty of ∼ 10%. Combining this with the
uncertainty associated with dark-halo flattening we arrive
at our result

ρdm,⊙ =

!
(0.48× q−α) GeV cm−3 ± 10%

(0.0126× q−α) M⊙ pc−3 ± 10%
(22)

with α = 0.89 and q the axis ratio of the dark halo.
Note, there is an additional potential source of uncer-

tainty that we have not included in our estimate: Schönrich
& Bergemann (2013) find hints that the common practice
of assuming uncorrelated errors in the stellar parameters
when deriving distance estimates is not a good approxima-
tion and leads to over-confident results. Hence the parallax
uncertainties reported by Binney et al. (2014b) might be
under-estimated. To test the possible influence we doubled
the individual parallax uncertainties (a worst case scenario)
and repeated the fit. The best-fitting value for ρdm,⊙ in-
creased by ∼ 7%. A similar uncertainty is shared by all
studies that use distances inferred from stellar parameters.

4.2 Flattening-independent results

The inverse dependence of ρdm,⊙ on q implies that for simi-
lar scale radii r0,dm the mass of the dark matter halo within
an oblate volume with axis ratio q is approximately inde-
pendent of q. This is confirmed by Fig. 9 (upper panel) that
shows the cumulative mass distribution as a function of el-
liptical radius.

The invariance of the dark matter mass profile can be
qualitatively understood by the following consideration: flat-
tening the dark halo at fixed local density reduces its mass
and its contribution to the radial force, KR. But – due to its
still large thickness – its contribution to the vertical force
Kz at low z remains almost constant or slightly grows. To
restore the value of the circular speed at the Sun we have
to either increase the mass of the halo or that of the disc.
However, filling the gap with disc material increases Kz and
consequently compresses the vertical mass profile predicted
by the df. Thus the only possibility is to increase the mass
of the halo and decrease the mass of the disc in order to
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MDM(< R0) = (6.0± 0.9)⇥ 1010 M�

⌃DM(< 0.9kpc) = (69± 10)M� pc�2

Mvir = (1.3± 0.1)⇥ 1012 M�

%DM = 0.0126⇥ q�0.89M� pc�3 ± 10%

%DM = 0.48⇥ q�0.89GeV/cm3



Summary 

•Vast planes of galaxies pose an interesting challenge to 
the LCDM structure formation scenario 

so far 5 planes have been established in the Local Group system 

Are such planes ubiquitous in the Universe or a cosmic fluke of 
our local environment? 

•Comparison with LSS simulations designed to 
reproduce the Local Group environment 

strong alignment of satellite planes with local shear field 

indicative of correlation of the galaxy formation process with 
the inflow pattern in the cosmic suburb 

•Mass estimates for the MW dark matter halo based on 
spectroscopic surveys indicative of a relatively low total 
mass/local DM density
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